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Pushkin Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Red Love: The Story of an East
German Family, Maxim Leo, Shaun Whiteside, Clare Skeats, A Sunday Telegraph, Irish Times and
Glasgow Herald Book of the Year "Tender, acute and utterly absorbing" Anna Funder, author of
Stasiland "A wry and unheroic witness.an unofficial history of a country that no longer exists"
Julian Barnes "Beautiful and supremely touching" Keith Lowe, Sunday Telegraph "Compelling .
[Leo] is terrific at elucidating the slow, incremental steps by which people come to lie to
themselves.Guile, guilt and disappointment drip from these pages and Red Love is all the more
affecting for it" New Statesman Growing up in East Berlin, Maxim Leo knew not to ask questions. All
he knew was that his rebellious parents, Wolf and Anne, with their dyed hair, leather jackets and
insistence he call them by their first names, were a bit embarrassing. That there were some places
you couldn't play; certain things you didn't say. Now, married with two children and the Wall a
distant memory, Maxim decides to find the answers to the questions he couldn't ask. Why did his
parents, once passionately in love, grow apart? Why did his father become so...
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Reviews
This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia Schinner
This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. It is writter in easy words and phrases and not confusing. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Ala yna K upha l
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